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On the Completeness of Certain Plane Arcs--II 
JOSE FELIPE VOLOCH 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y = Yq be the finite field with q elements and PG(2, q) the projective plane over 
y. A k-arc K is a subset of k points of PG(2, q) such that no three of which are 
collinear. An arc is called complete if it is not a proper subset of another arc. 
In (7] we showed that if E!;; PG(2, q) is an elliptic cubic curve with 2k points then 
there exists a k-arc contained in E which is complete if the modular (or j-)invariant 
([1], p. 212, or [2], p. 317) j(E) * 0 and q ~ 175 (for q odd) or q ~ 256 (for q even). 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the method of [7] to construct other 
complete plane arcs contained in elliptic curves. 
Our construction is based on maximal 3-independent subsets of abelian groups G 
introduced by Szonyi ([6]). In Section 2 we define those subsets and make some 
remarks concerning them. 
In Section 3 we show how to construct the arcs from maximal 3-independent sets. 
In Section 4 we prove that under suitable hypotheses the arcs constructed in Section 
3 are complete. 
2. MAXIMAL 3-INDEPENDENT SETS 
DEFINITION. Let G be an abelian group. A subset X!;; G is said to be maximal 
3-independent if 
(a)Xt+X2+X3*O for allxlJ X2, X3EX; 
(b) given Y E G\X, there exist XI, X2 E X with XI + X2 + Y = O. Furthermore, X is said to 
be good if, in (b), XI and X2 can be taken to be distinct. . 
We now list examples of maximal 3-independent subsets of particular abelian groups 
that will be useful later: 
(1) Take a prime 1=1=2, 3, G=(7L/I)2 and X={(1,x),x*-2}U{(x, l),x* 
-2}. Then X is a maximal 3-independent subset of G of cardinality 2/- 3 (see [6], 
Theorem 1). 
(2) Take a prime 1== 2(mod 3), 1*2, G = 7L/I, X = {±1, ±3, ... , ±(2r - I)}, where 
r = (I + 1)/6; then X is a maximal independent subset of G of cardinality 2r. 
PROOF. As X = {±1, ±3, ... , ±(2r -I)}, it follows that Y = {-(XI + X2) I XI, X2 E 
X} = {O, ±2, ±4, ... , ±(4r - 2)}. On the other hand, X = {±(/-1), ±(/- 3), .. . , 
±(/- (2r -I))} = {±~(l + 1), ±~(I + 4), ... , ±(/-l)}. As 4r - 2 = ~(l- 2) and 
7L/I = {O, ±2, ±4, ... , ±(/-1)} it follows that X n Y = 0 and X U Y = 7L/l, as was to 
be proved. 0 
(3) Suppose that I is a prime, 1==1(3), I ~ 13 and G = 7L/l. Define X = 
{-I, 1,3,4, ... , (l-1)/3}. Then X is maximal 3-independent and #X = (/- 1)/3. 
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PROOF. First we prove (a). Let Xl' X2 e X and y= -(Xl + X2)' 




and y -s; I - 6, so y ft X. The other cases are similar and easier to handle and can be left 
to the reader. 
To prove (b) let y e G\X and consider two cases: 
(i) ¥<y-s;/-6; 
(ii) y e {O, 2, 1- 5, 1- 4, 1- 3, 1- 2}. 
In case (i), if 1- y is even then 
and 
I-y I-y 
y+-+--=O 2 2 




If 1- y is odd, say 1- y = 2z + 1, then y + Z + Z + 1 = 0, and since 5/2 -s; z-S; 
(/-1)/3 -1 we have z, Z + 1 eX. 
In case (ii) we have 
0+1+(-1)=0, 2+(-1)+(-1)=0, 
1-5+1+4=~ 1-4+1+3=~ 
1- 3 + (-1) + 4 = 0, 1- 2 + 1 + 1 = 0 
and the result if proved. 
(4) If G = 7L/2 then obviously X = {I} is the unique maximal 3-independent subset 
of G. 
REMARK. The reader can easily verify that 7L/3 and 7L/7 do not contain maximal 
3-independent subsets. 
Suppose G is a finite abelian group and set s(G) = #{x e G, 2x = O}. 
LEMMA 1. Let f: GI~ G2 be a surjective homomorphism of finite abelian groups. 
Let X s;;;; G2 be a maximal 3-independent set. Then f-I(X) is a maximal 3-independent 
set and if, in addition, #GI > (#G2) . s(GI), then f-I(X) is good. 
PROOF. Suppose f-I(X) does not satisfy (a). Then there exists Xl> X2, X3 ef-I(X) 
with Xl + X2 + X3 = O. Consequently, f(XI) + f(X2) + f(X3) = 0, a contradiction as 
f(XI) eX, i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore f-I(X) satisfies (a). 
To prove that f-I(X) satisfies (b), let y e GIV-I(X) and let Xl> X2 e X be such that 
Xl + X2 + fey) = o. Let Zl ef-l(xI) and Z2 = -(y + Zl); then y + Zl + Z2 = O. Also 
clearly, Zl ef-I(X) and we also have Z2 ef-I(X) since f(Z2) = -(fey) + f(Zl» = 
-(Xl + f(y» = X2· 
Suppose now that #GI> (#G2) . s(GI). We shall show that Zl> Z2 constructed as 
above can be taken to be distinct. If X 1::1= X2 then, clearly, Zl ::1= Z2 so we may assume 
that X2 = Xl' If Z2 = Zl then y = -2zl. There are only s(G1) choices of Zl such that 
-2Z1 = y and there are #GI/#G2 choices of Zl with f(Zl) =Xl; so we can certainly 
choose Zl ef-I(XI) such that -2Z1 ::1= Y and then Z2::1= Zl> as desired. 0 
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3. PLANE ARCS CONTAINED IN ELLIPTIC CURVES 
For results on the theory of elliptic curves we refer the reader to [1], in particular to 
Sections 6-8. 
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over y and let (j E E. We can embed E in PG(2, q) 
as a non-singular cubic such that (j is an inflection point. We can also define an abelian 
group law on E with identity (j such that P + Q + R = (j if P, Q, R are collinear. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be an abelian group and f: E- G a surjective homomorphism. 
Let X!;; G be a maximal 3-independent set and K = f-l(X). Then K is an arc of 
cardinality #K = (#X)(#E)/#G. If, in addition #E> (#G) . s(E) then K U {P} is 
not an arc for any P E E\K. 
PROOF. Taking into account the above given geometric description of the group law 
on E, this is just a reformulation of Lemma 1. 0 
REMARK. With G = 7L/2, the arcs given by Theorem 1 were pointed out by Zirilli 
([10]). 
The situation we are interested in is when there exists an isogeny qJ: E' - E, where 
E' and E are elliptic curves with G = E/qJ(E'). Recall that an isogeny between elliptic 
curves is a non-constant homomorphism which is given by rational functions of the 
co-ordinates. Proposition 1 below shows that the groups considered in (1)-(3) can be 
represented in many ways as E/qJ(E') for elliptic curves E, E' and an isogeny 
qJ: E' - E. Let p denote the characteristic of y. 
PROPosmON 1. (a) Let I be a prime number, 1=1= p, and N an integer, II N, for which 
there exists an elliptic curve with N points over y. Then there exist elliptic curves E, E' 
over y of cardinality N and an isogeny qJ: E' - E with E/ qJ(E') = 7L/I. 
(b) Let I, N be as above and suppose 121 Nand q == 1(1), then there exist elliptic curves 
E, E' and an isogeny qJ: E' - E, #E = #E' = N, with E/qJ(E') = (7L/l)2. 
PROOF. First of all we observe that two isogenous elliptic curves over a finite field 
have the same number of rational points ([1], Lemma 15.1). 
(a) Let E' be an elliptic curve of cardinality N. Since II N, so E' has a subgroup ..1 of 
order I. By [1, Lemma 8.5] there exist an elliptic curve E and an isogeny qJ: E' - E 
with kernel ..1. If it is shown that #E/qJ(E') = 1 then, since I is prime, the result 
follows. However, 
#(E/qJ(E'» = #E/#qJ(E') = #E/(#E' /#..1) = I ::.' 
and by the previous remark #E = #E' and we are done. 
(b) Suppose E is an elliptic curve of cardinality N having a subgroup ..1 isomorphic to 
(7L/lf Then we take E' = E and qJ the isogeny given by multiplication by I, which has 
kernel ..1 ([1], corollary to Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 8.1). By similar calculations to those 
in (a) #E/qJ(E) has cardinality 12 but, by the construction of qJ, E/qJ(E) is killed by I. 
Therefore it is isomorphic to (7L/l)2. 
To complete the proof we now construct such an E. Let El be an elliptic curve of 
cardinality N, which exists by hypothesis, El has a subgroup of order F (since 121 N), 
..1 say . ..1 is isomorphic to (7L/l)2 or 7L/l2. In the first case we are done, so we may 
assume that ..1 = 7L/l2. Let r be a subgroup of ..1 of order I. Then there exists an elliptic 
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curve E and an isogeny A: E1- E with kernel r ([1], Lemma 8.5). We claim that E has 
the desired properties. 
First note that by the remark made at the beginning of the proof, #E = N. We now 
consider the dual isogeny A: E-El (see [1], Section 8), which has the property that 
A 0 A is multiplication by l. 
Now A 0 AILi is multiplication by I, but AILi is already multiplication by I, so A ILiff is 
the identity. Let M be the kernel of A. Since q == 1(/), M is defined over y by [1], 
Lemma 8.4; moreover, #M = 1 ([1], formula (8.8». Since A ILiff is the identity, 
.1/r *" M; so .1/r ED M is a subgroup of E isomorphic to (7LII)2 and this completes the 
proof. 0 
REMARKS. (1) If E is an elliptic curve over y and piN = #E then the p-torsion 
subgroup of E is isomorphic to 7Llp (see remark at the bottom of p. 219 of [1]), thus 
Proposition 2(b) is false in this case, whereas Proposition 2(a) is true and trivial. Take 
E = E' and cp = multiplication by p. 
(2) The above proposition is a special case of the results of (8). 
4. COMPLETENESS RESULTS 
Let E and E' be elliptic curves over y, where y is the finite field of q elements. Let 
cp: E' - E be a separable isogeny of degree m such that cp and the points of ker cp are 
defined over y. Let G = Elcp(E') and f: E- G the natural map. Note that #G = m 
since #E=#E'. Suppose that #E>s(E)m, and fix Xr;;;G, where X is a maximal 
3-independent subset of G of cardinality #X = n. Denote by K the inverse image of X 
in E. Then K is an arc by Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that char y *" 2 and that j(E) *" 0, then K is a complete arc if 
q > 98m4 + 34m2 + 2m(7m2 + 1)y'49m2 + 20. 
PROOF. From Theorem 1 and the hypotheses it follows that K U {P} is not an arc 
for any P E E\K. Let Po be an arbitrary point of PG(2, q)\E. We shall show that we 
can draw a line from Po intersecting K in two points and this will prove· the theorem. 
Let Y be a curve over y and let y(Y) be the function field of Y. 
Let f(x, y) = 0 be the equation of E in PG(2, q). If Po = (xo, Yo), then let Y be the 
double cover of E defined by y(Y) = y(E)(z), where 
_l-f(Z, (y - Yo) (z - xo) + yo) = O. 
z -x x -Xo 
Since we assumed that j(E) *" 0, Y is indeed a double cover of E of genus at most 4 
(see [4], Theorem 5.1 for a proof). Note that if P E Y, then 
( y-Yo ) z(P), -- (z(P) - xo) + Yo X-Xo 
is a point of E collinear with P and Po, which is rational if P is rational. 
Let U E X and P1 E K with f(P1) = u be fixed and define CPl: E' - E by CPl(P) = 
cp(P) + Pl. Then CPl(E') = f-l(U) r;;; K. 
Let cP: Y - E be the obvious map and consider the diagram: 
E' Y 
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By looking at the function fields we can form Zl, a curve over y, the function field of 
which is the composition y(Y) . y(E') given by the diagram. A rational point P of Zl 
projects to a rational point Q E E and Q is in f-l(U) ~ K (by going via E') and from Y 
we construct another point R E E collinear with Po and Q as above. In [7] we could 
guarantee that R E K, for we were treating the case G = lL/2. This is not the case when 
G '* lL/2, which we shall assume for now on. 
y(Y) contains a field isomorphic to y(E), namely 
( Y-Yo ) L= y z, --(z -xo) + Yo . X-Xo 
We also have (since L = y(E» an extension M of L isomorphic to y(E ' ) obtained by 
considering the map corresponding to qJl' Let Z2 be the curve the function field of 
which is the composition of M and y(Y). The diagram is as follows: 
, ~Y(Zl)~ yY(Z2)'2 
y(E) y(Y) 'M ~Y(E)~ ~L~ 
where the numbers give the degrees of the corresponding extensions. Consider now the 
curve W the function field of which is the composition of y(Zl) and y(Z2)' If P E Zl is 
a rational point which the image of a rational point in W, then we can guarantee, by 
construction, that the point R E E constructed as above belongs to f-l(U) ~ K. If 
R '* Q (as above), then Po, Q, R are collinear and Q, R are distinct points of K, 
whence K U {Po} is not an arc. However, R '* Q if P does not project in a point of Y in 
the ramification locus of qJ: Y - E, which corresponds to the tangent lines to E 
through Po. As there are six of these lines we will have to exclude 6m2 points of W 
([y(W): y(Y)] = m2). Thus, if suffices to show that W has more than 6m2 rational 
points. We shall deduce this from the Riemann hypothesis for curves ([9]) but first we 
have to bound the genus of W. 
First note that Zl- Y is unramified since E' - E is unramified. It follows from the 
Hurwitz formula ([2], p. 301) that g(Zl)';;; m(g(Y) -1) + 1.;;; 3m + 1. Similarly, 
g(Z2)';;; 3m + 1. We can now apply Castelnuovo's bound on the genus ([5]) to conclude 
that 
g(W) .;;; mg(Zl) + mg(Z2) + (m - 1)2.;;; 7m2 + 1. 
It follows from the Riemann hypothesis for curves that #W > 6m2 if 
q + 1- 2(7m2 + 1)q~ > 6m2, 
which is true by hypothesis. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
o 
(1) If X ~ PG(2, q) is a singular cubic then one can define by the tangent and chord 
process a group law on the set of non-singular points of X and one can apply similar 
methods to construct complete arcs contained in X. When X is given by y = x 3 this was 
done by Szonyi [6]. 
(2) As remarked above, we know (see [3]) for which N there exists an elliptic curve 
over y with N points, so combining Proposition 1, Theorem 2 and examples (1)-(3) we 
can produce a large number of complete arcs. We note that for examples (2) and (3) 
we have #X /#G-1/3 as 1- 00. This allows the construction, for large q, of complete 
arcs with approximately q /3 points. 
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(3) By using the linear system I(n + 1)0'1 in an elliptic curve E with identity 0' we can 
embed E in PG(n, q) in such a way that Pi> ... , Pn +1 E E are in the same hyperplane 
iff PI + ... + Pn +1 = 0'. By using the notion of a maximal (n + 1)-independent set we 
can then construct complete arcs in PG(n, q) by extending the methods given here. 
(4) When chark = 2, due to the arbitrariness of cp in Theorem 2 we cannot obtain a 
general result for we cannot control the possible wild ramification in the cover Y ~ E' , 
but this could be done for any (numerically) given E, E', cp: E ~ E' as in the 
beginning of Section 4, and arbitrary extensions of the ground field. 
(5) seE) ~ 4 for any elliptic curve E ([1], Corollary, p. 215). 
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